#GSADay4RJ Twitter Townhall Toolkit
Thursday, February 18, 2021
4:30pm PST / 7:30pm ET

Join us on Thursday, February 18th at 4:30pm PST / 7:30pm ET for our Twitter Townhall where
we will discuss our theme of the year: Police Free Schools. Use the hashtag #GSADay4RJ to
join the conversation!
Through the #GSADay4RJ Twitter Townhall we hope to address the importance of racial justice
and other intersecting movements when talking about policing in schools.
We’ll ask a series of questions labeled Q1, Q2, Q3, etc. during the Townhall. To participate,
start your replies to the respective questions with A1, A2, A3, and include your answer. We
really want to ensure that the voices and experiences of young people from coast to coast are
represented in this conversation. Remember to use the hashtags #GSADay4RJ and
#BLACKLIVESMATTERATSCHOOL so all of our audiences can follow along!
Here is an example
Q1: What is your fave color? @gsanetwork #GSADay4RJ
● If you are responding to Q1 you want to reply and begin your tweet with A1 answer and
use #GSADay4RJ
A1: I like the color green! #GSADay4RJ

Question for Twitter Townhall
Q1: How do you feel about police presence in your learning environment?

Q2: What is the impact of having police on school campuses for Black and POC youth?
Q3: How could police in your school escalate a situation?
Q4: What other resources could be used in schools instead of police?
Q5: How do we push conversations on getting and keeping police out of schools?
Q6: How do students elevate their voices with adults in school environments?

____________________________________________________________________________

Welcome - Tweet
[GSANETWORK] Welcome to the #GSADay4RJ Twitter Townhall! It's time to discuss the need
for “Police Free Schools”
We’ll start each question with Q1, Q2, Q3. Answer each one with A1, A2, A3 & remember to
add #GSADay4RJ so we can follow along.
[GSANETWORK] Q1: How do you feel about police in your learning environment?
[GSANETWORK] Q2: What is the impact of having police on school campuses for Black and
POC youth?
[GSANETWORK] Q3: How could police in your school escalate a situation?
[GSANETWORK] Q4: What Other resources could be used in schools instead of police?
[GSANETWORK] Q5: How do we push conversations on getting and keeping police out of
schools?
[GSANETWORK] Q6: How do students elevate their voices with adults in school environments?

[GSANETWORK] Thank you for joining us today for this Twitter Townhall. Remember to
join us again on #GSADay4RJ this Friday, Feb 19th on our Instagram page where we are
going Live @ 4pm PST / 7pm ET!

